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ABSTRACT

The non-association of coronal mass ejections with high energetic flares is sparse. For this reason,

the magnetic conditions required for the confinedness of major flares is a topic of active research.

Using multi-instrument observations, we investigated the evolution and effects of confinedness in an

X3.1 flare, which occurred in active region (AR) 12192. The decrease of net fluxes in the brightening

regions, near the footpoints of the multi-sigmoidal AR in photosphere and chromosphere, indicative

of flux cancellation favouring tether-cutting reconnection (TCR), is observed using the magnetic field

observations of HMI/SDO and SOT/Hinode, respectively. The analysis of spectropolarimetric data

obtained by the Interferometric Bidimensional Spectrometer over the brightening regions suggests

untwisting of field lines, which further supports TCR. Filaments near polarity inversion line region,

resulted from TCR of low lying sheared loops, undergo merging and form an elongated filament. The

temperature and density differences between footpoints of the merged filament, revealed by DEM

analysis, caused streaming and counter-streaming of plasma flow along the filament and unloads at its

footpoints with an average velocity of ≈ 40 km s−1. This results in decrease of mass of the filament

(density decreased by > 50%), leading to its rise and expansion outwards. However, due to strong

strapping flux, the filament separates itself instead of erupting. Further, the evolution of non-potential

parameters describes the characteristics of confinedness of the flare. Our study suggests that the

sigmoid-filament system exhibits upward catastrophe due to mass unloading, but gets suppressed by

strong confinement of external poloidal field.

Keywords: Sun: flares —Sun: coronal mass ejection — Sun: magnetic fields– Sun: reconnection—

Sun: non-potentiality

1. INTRODUCTION

Solar flares and Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are

violent explosive phenomena that occur on the Sun. If

both these phenomena occur simultaneously and are di-

rected at Earth, they can produce detrimental effects

on Earth’s magnetosphere and atmosphere. The active

regions (ARs) with high magnetic complexity and non-

potentiality produce these explosive phenomena (Zirin

& Liggett 1987; Schrijver et al. 2005), and when flares

are accompanied by CMEs they are referred to as erup-

tive or else confined/non-eruptive. The association of

flares and CMEs has been studied quite extensively and

is still an active research topic. Previous findings, for ex-
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ample Yashiro et al. (2006), showed that the probability

of CME-flare association rate increases with the increase

in flare strength and the association rate is 90% − 92%

for X3.0 class or more intense flares.

The magnetic flux ropes (MFRs), twisted magnetic

field lines wrapped around axial magnetic field, are

an essential part of CME structure and support fila-

ment/prominence plasma against gravity. There are

many possible mechanisms responsible for initiating the

outward motion of the MFR and they all come under

three main models: ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)

instabilities (Török & Kliem 2003), flux rope catastro-

phes (van Tend & Kuperus 1978) and magnetic recon-

nection (Antiochos et al. 1999; Moore et al. 2001). One

of the popular mechanism in the context of ideal MHD

instability is helical kink instability (Török et al. 2004).

Kink instability triggers when the twist of the MFR ex-
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ceeds the critical twist value of 2.5π (Török & Kliem

2003). Another relevant mechanism to the present study

in the context of MFR catastrophe is “mass draining” or

“mass unloading” effect, which perturbs the equilibrium

of MFR. In this mechanism, an upward catastrophe oc-

curs when the mass of the MFR decreases below a criti-

cal value (Jenkins et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2021). Under

the magnetic reconnection models, the tether-cutting re-

connection (Moore et al. 2001) between sheared arcades

can explain the formation and initiation of MFR erup-

tion successfully. Though these mechanisms efficiently

explain the initiation rise motion of the MFR, they failed

to explain confined or suppressed eruptions after MFR

exceeds the critical values. For example, a statistical

study (Jing et al. 2018) of 36 strong flare events shows

that kink instability plays a minor role in the success-

ful eruption of MFRs. Thus, the rate at which overly-

ing magnetic field decays with height plays an impor-

tant role in determining the confinedness or successful

eruption of MFR. This kind of ideal MHD instability

is known as Torus instability (Bateman 1978; Kliem &

Török 2006). Torus instability (TI) triggers when there

is a force imbalance between the outward “hoop force”

due to the curvature of the MFR and inwardly directed

Lorentz force due to the overlying field. It is quantified

by a dimensionless parameter, the decay index n, which

indicates the rate at which overlying field declines with

height. MHD simulations provide the onset TI crite-

rion when n ≥ 1.5 (Török & Kliem 2005). In some

events, even torus-unstable (n > 1.5) flux ropes fail to

erupt and studies were conducted in this direction as

well in determining the causes for confinedness of such

events. A few notable ones are the dynamic tension force

from the external toroidal field (Myers et al. 2015), the

Lorentz force due to the non-axisymmetry of the flux

rope (Zhong et al. 2021) and the rotation of the flux

rope (Zhou et al. 2019) that all could contribute to the

downward Lorentz force in confining the eruption.

Andrews (2003) showed that about 40 % of M-class

flares occurred during the period 1996-1999 are confined

and that there are high probability of lack of CMEs as-

sociation with weaker flares (less than C-class), whereas

confined eruptions with more energetic flares are rare.

Schmahl et al. (1990) reported about a confined X4-

class flare occurred in AR 4492 on 19 May 1984 using

radio and X-ray observations. Few more case studies of

X-class confined flares are studied by Feynman & Hund-

hausen (1994), Green et al. (2002), Chen et al. (2013)

and Liu et al. (2014). Wang & Zhang (2007) conducted

a statistical study of 104 X-class flares during 1996 -

2004 and showed that confined X-class flares, constitut-

ing 10% of the sample, occur closer to AR center, while

the eruptive flares are at the outskirts. Cheng et al.

(2011) performed a comparative study between eruptive

(three) and confined flares (six) occurred in AR 10720

and found that eruptive flares have higher decay index

in low corona (< 10 Mm) than the confined ones.

The AR 12192 is one of the largest, flare prolific and

CME poor ARs of solar cycle 24. This AR produced

about 35 major non-eruptive flares (29 M-class and 6

X-class) and one eruptive flare (M 4.0) during its disk

passage from 18 to 29, October 2014. Many studies

were conducted on the X3.1 confined flare event, the

strongest amongst the flare series. Sun et al. (2015)

and Sarkar & Srivastava (2018) studied the magnetic

conditions of the AR and found that the core of the

AR exhibits weak non-potentiality, small flare-related

field changes and attribute strong overlying magnetic

field strength for the confined nature of the flare. Inoue

et al. (2016) using nonlinear force free field (NLFFF)

extrapolations showed that the core of the AR 12192 is

a multi-flux tube system located near the polarity inver-

sion line (PIL) region, where the onset of flare is due to

tether-cutting reconnection of low lying field lines of the

multi-flux tube system. The confinedness of eruption

is attributed to low sheared field lines, which are kink

stable, as well as to the strong overlying field strength.

Jiang et al. (2016), using simulations, suggested that an

absence of flux rope resulted in confined eruption. On

the contrary, Zhang et al. (2017) suggests that that con-

fined flare was due to the complexity of the magnetic

field structures.

Past observational and simulation studies could suc-

cessfully explain the formation of post-flare less sheared

core field and stableness against kink instability, but

they did not explain the formation of the observed fila-

ment and its rise motion during the long duration X3.1

flare event. Owing to the peculiar qualities and rareness

of the event, we carried out a comprehensive analysis

to investigate the evolution, cause and properties of

confinedness of the X3.1 flare using spectropolarimet-

ric imaging data, magnetograms and filtergrams corre-

sponding to different layers of the solar atmosphere ob-

tained by multi-instruments, on board different space-

and ground-based telescopes. Description of instru-

ments and data is provided in section 2. In section 3, we

detailed the analysis and results, followed by summary

and discussion in section 4.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA

The high spatial, temporal and spectral resolution

spectropolarimetric data in the Ca II 8542 Å line, used

in the present analysis, were obtained by the Interfer-

ometric Bidimensional Spectropolarimeter (IBIS; Cav-
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Figure 1. (a) Disk integrated GOES X-ray flux variations on 24 October 2014. The timeline of data coverage of IBIS and
Hinode instruments are shown in shaded regions. (b) HMI/SDO continuum image of NOAA AR 12192 taken near the peak time
of the X3.1 class flare. The dashed rectangles in red and blue indicate the FOVs of IBIS and Hinode (BFI/SOT) instruments,
respectively.

allini & Reardon 2006; Reardon & Cavallini 2008) at the

ground-based Dunn Solar Telescope (DST). The IBIS in-

strument is based on a dual Fabry–Perot interferometer

and mounted in the collimated beam of DST. The Ca

II 8542 Å line was scanned along 25 wavelength points

from 8539.8 to 8544.6 Å, with an average step size of

0.19 Å . The pixel size is of 0.′′095 and the maximum

spatial resolution is about 0.′′3. There are two sets of ob-

servations available corresponding to two different fields

of view (FOVs) over AR 12192, with a total of 144 full

spectropolarimetric scans on 24 October 2014. These

two sets of observations track portions of flare ribbons

evolution corresponding to two different flares that oc-

curred in AR 12192 on 24 October 2014. The FOV for

the first set of observations corresponds to a C5.1 flare

(start time - 14:31 UT, peak time - 15:06 UT and end

time - 15:54 UT). For this flare, we have IBIS observa-

tions from 14:55 UT to 16:42 UT (indicated by the light

green shaded region in Figure 1(a)) and not used in the

present work. The FOV for the second set of observa-

tions corresponds to the X3.1 flare (start time - 21:07

UT, peak time - 21:41 UT and end time - 22:13 UT).

For this flare, we have IBIS observations from 21:20 UT

to 22:30 UT. This FOV is marked as red dashed rect-

angle in Figure 1(b). Unfortunately, due to poor seeing

conditions, we couldn’t use the entire data set acquired

during this time period. Based on the root mean square

(RMS) contrast and visual inspection, we selected only

6 good scans of IBIS data, included in the time interval

indicated by the dark green shaded region in Figure 1(a).

The Solar Optical Telescope (SOT; Tsuneta et al.

2008; Ichimoto et al. 2008) onboard Hinode, has two fil-

tergraph (FG) instruments called the Broadband Filter

Imager (BFI) and the Narrowband Filter Imager (NFI)

and a Spectro-Polarimeter (SP). We used filtergrams ob-

tained by the BFI in the Ca II H line (3968 Å) and

Stokes-V/I images obtained by NFI in the Na I D1 line

(5896 Å). Ca II H and Na I D1 lines are sensitive to

the upper and lower chromosphere, respectively. The

FOV of SOT was limited to 328′′ x 164′′ for the NFI

and 218′′ x 109′′ for the BFI. The blue dashed rectan-

gle in Figure 1(b) marks the FOV of Hinode filtergraph

observations used in the present study. The spatial res-

olutions of the NFI and BFI are about 0.′′3 and 0.′′2,

respectively. To calibrate Na I D1 V/I data, we used

BLOS magnetogram derived from Level 2 dataset of SP.

The Hα data acquired from six different telescopes of

the Global Oscillation Network Group (GONG; Harvey

et al. 2011) were used in the analysis of filament evolu-

tion during the decay phase of the X3.1 flare. GONG

provides full-disk Hα images at the cadence of 1 minute,

with a pixel size of 1′′.

The Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA; Lemen

et al. 2012) on board the Solar Dynamics Observatory

(SDO; Pesnell et al. 2012) produces full-disk Extreme

Ultra-Violet (EUV) images in 10 wavelength bands at a

high cadence of 12 s with pixel size of 0.′′6. The photo-

spheric magnetic field observations are obtained from

the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI; Schou

et al. 2012) on board SDO. Both line-of-sight (LOS) and

vector magnetograms (hmi.sharp cea 720s series) ob-
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tained at a cadence of 45 and 720 seconds, respectively,

are used in this study.

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite

(GOES) provides the full solar disk integrated soft X-ray

(SXR) flux, used to characterize the magnitude, onset,

peak and end times of solar flares.

3. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

3.1. Overview of the X3.1 flare

The X3.1 flare (SOL20141024T 21:41), the strongest

flare produced by AR 12192, occurred at the helio-

graphic location of S16W21. The X3.1 flare was not

associated to any CME (Sun et al. 2015), similarly to

any other X-class flare produced by this AR. The AR

evolved into a highly complex region with a Mount Wil-

son class of βγδ during its flare prolific period i.e. 20

to 30, October 2014. On 24 October 2014, AR 12192

possessed multi inverse S-shaped sigmoidal loops prior

to the X3.1 flare. Images acquired by AIA at 131 and

171 Å wavebands are used to represent the morphologi-

cal evolution of sheared structures during the X3.1 flare

in the first and second row panels of Figure 2 (flare prior

images are not shown). AR 12192 at the start of the

X3.1 flare has multiple sheared structures resembling

sigmoids of varying lengths. Two prominent sigmoidal

structures are traced by red and blue dashed curves in

Figure 2(a). The brightenings in low temperature chan-

nel of AIA 171 Å waveband (Fig 2d) during the onset

of the flare indicates that reconnection occurred in be-

tween low lying sheared loops rooted at the flare ribbons

(Fig 2g). Figure 2(b) depicts the peak phase of the flare,

flare loops brighten successively from lower to higher at-

mospheric layers, consequently plasma gets heated up to

10 - 20 MK and an increase in overall brightening is ob-

served. In the decay phase of the flare (Fig 2c & 2f),
it is evident that many pre-flare sigmoidal structures

(red and blue dashed curves) are still present and a few

more formed as a result of reconnection (orange dashed

curve). Due to the flare reconnection, most of these

sigmoidal structures hold the filaments underneath and

these filaments apparently merge to form a long elon-

gated filamental structure that is shown in Figure 2(i).

The bottom row panels are the Hα images obtained by

GONG, depicting the chromospheric features evolution

during the X3.1 flare at the same epochs as that of top

two rows in Figure 2. Motivated by these observations,

we studied the dynamics and non-eruptiveness of fila-

mental structures and the mechanisms responsible for

it.

3.2. Weak-Field Approximation (WFA) and Changes

in BLOS

Under weak magnetic field limit, the first order per-

turbation relates the circular polarization profile (V) to

the first derivative of the intensity profile (I) with re-

spect to wavelength (Landi Degl’Innocenti 1992) :

Vλ = −∆λH cosθ dI(λ)/dλ (1)

where the proportionality factor (∆λH cosθ) depends

on the LOS magnetic field, BLOS = Bcosθ, with θ being

the angle between the direction of the magnetic field vec-

tor and the BLOS component, and the Zeeman splitting

is given by:

∆λH = (e/4πmec)Bλ0
2geff (2)

where geff is the effective Landé factor and has the

value of 1.1 for Ca II 8542 Å, B is the magnetic field

strength, λ0 is the central wavelength of the spectral

line, e is the charge of an electron, me is the mass of an

electron and c is the speed of light.

We determined the chromospheric Line-of-Sight mag-

netic field BLOS by computing the slope of the linear re-

gression model fit to V and −dI(λ)/dλ values obtained

for each pixel at all the 25 spectral points of the Ca

II 8542 Å line acquired by IBIS. We applied the WFA

separately to the whole line profile (8539.8 - 8544.6 Å)

and the core (8541.8 - 8542.2 Å) of the line to obtain

two values for BLOS . The BLOS values obtained from

WFA applied to the core of the line profile, indicative

of the BLOS values at chromospheric height, are used

for further analysis. Kleint (2017) estimated noise in

the polarization images to be 1% of I in 8542 Å and

considered pixels having V signal strength greater than

2% of I in deriving the BLOS value using WFA method

and found that values less than ±60 Mx cm−2 have low

S/N. However, we have only considered flare ribbon re-

gion for analysis, where V signal has a strength of about

6 - 10% of I (Fig 3). Thus, the uncertainty in the derived

chromospheric BLOS values should be less than ±60 Mx

cm−2.

Figure 3(a) shows the Stokes I image obtained at the

core of Ca II 8542 Å line by IBIS at 21:32 UT, while

the generated chromospheric LOS magnetogram using

WFA and the corresponding photospheric LOS magne-

togram obtained from HMI/SDO are displayed in fig-

ure 3(b) and figure 3(c), respectively, for qualitative

comparison. Though the chromospheric BLOS values

obtained from WFA are apparently higher than they

are supposed to be, the reconstructed polarity patches

are well in agreement with HMI magnetogram.

To illustrate how well the WFA fits with observed pro-

file, we considered two arbitrary pixels located in umbra

(green dot) and over flare ribbon (blue dot) as shown
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Figure 2. Images acquired by AIA at 131 Å, 171 Å, as well as Hα images are used to give an overview of the evolution
of AR 12192 during the X3.1 flare. (a)-(c) AIA 131 Å images show the morphological changes in the multi-sigmoidal system
during the X3.1 flare. (d)-(f) AIA 171 Å images are at almost same epochs as the top row panels, where HMI BLOS maps with
contour levels of ± 500 G are overlaid. (d) provides evidence of brightenings in the low lying sheared arcade during the onset
of flare. (g)-(i) GONG Hα images reporting the two flare-ribbon evolution during the flare and the resultant filament formed
underneath the sigmoid, as shown in (i). The IBIS FOV is marked by a red dashed rectangle in (h).

in Figure 3(a)&(b). WFA fits for the whole line and

core of the line profile indicated by magenta and blue

asterisks, respectively, are over-plotted on the observed

normalized V profile (solid curve) in Figure 3(f)&(h).

It is evident in Figure 3(h) that the signal strength of

stokes V profile and the fitting of WFA with the ob-

served profile is better than in Figure 3(f), indicating

that the chromospheric BLOS value obtained in the flare

ribbon region has a more reliable estimation (less noise)

than in umbral region. This is true not just for this

particular pixel in flare ribbon, but for all the pixels in

the ribbon region, as evidenced in the Circular Polariza-

tion (CP) map (Fig 3d), where CP signals are stronger

in flare ribbon region. The mean CP maps were gen-

erated by using the equation (del Toro Iniesta 2003),

CP = 1
12<Ic>

∑12
i=1 kVi, where < Ic > is the average
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(d) IBIS CP 2014-10-24T21:32:47.78UT
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Figure 3. Illustration of the results of WFA using a sample scan obtained by IBIS. (a) Stokes I image obtained at the core
of Ca II 8542 Å line by IBIS. (b) Chromospheric LOS magnetogram deduced by WFA. (c) HMI LOS magnetogram with the
same FOV as of IBIS data. (d) Circular polarization (CP) map obtained from IBIS data. CP signals are predominant in the
flare ribbon (marked by brown contour), which causes the reconstructed polarity patches within and around the flare ribbon in
chromospheric magnetogram (b) have a better match with HMI magnetogram (c). (e) Normalised Stokes I profile of an umbral
region indicated by a small green square in (a). (f) V/I profile (solid green) and the two WFA fits obtained from the derivative
of Stokes I for the full profile (magenta asterisks) and only for the core profile (Blue asterisks). (g & h) - Same as (e & f), but
for a small ribbon region (blue square in (a)).

continuum intensity of the quiet sun region within IBIS

FOV. In this method, Stokes Vi images obtained at 12

wavelength positions along the Ca II 8542 Å line are

considered such that 6 wavelength positions are in blue
wing and remaining 6 wavelength positions are from red

wing of the line. To reconstruct the sign of CP signal,

we multiplied Stokes Vi images in blue wing with k=+1

and Stokes Vi images in red wing with k=-1.

As all the twisted field lines in an AR are not related to

the flare it produces, Inoue et al. (2016) extensively ex-

plored the location of Quasi-Separatrix Layer (QSL; De-

moulin et al. 1996) connected to X3.1 flare in AR 12192.

QSL is the region of very high magnetic connectivity gra-

dient which favours the formation of thin-current layer,

where the magnetic reconnection is considered to occur

relatively easy. Inoue et al. (2016) found out that QSLs

of X3.1 flare correspond to boundary of flare ribbons.

The IBIS FOV, indicated by red dashed rectangles in

Figure 1(a) & 2(h), encloses a part of western flare rib-

bon which corresponds to the location QSL (refer fig 6

of Inoue et al. 2016). As the QSLs are the potential

sites of magnetic reconnection, the evolution of BLOS
in different sub-regions over the flare ribbon during the

flare at chromospheric and photospheric heights would
be helpful in understanding the orientation and connec-

tivity of field lines.

The chromospheric BLOS , determined from WFA

over the IBIS FOV, is studied and compared with the

photospheric BLOS obtained from HMI onboard SDO.

Though, the strength of chromospheric BLOS deter-

mined from WFA over the IBIS FOV is found to be

higher than the corresponding strength of BLOS at lower

photospheric layer obtained from HMI, the comparison

of behavior of temporal variation of BLOS values at

these two layers can be studied effectively. Four sub-

regions of 4×4 pixels are selected in different locations

over the flare ribbon, outlined by squares of different

colors in Figure 4(a)&(f). The average BLOS values of

the 4×4 pixels in four different locations are plotted in

four different panels for photosphere and chromosphere
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Figure 4. Comparison of evolution of BLOS values at photospheric (b-e) and chromospheric heights (g-j). (a) HMI continuum
image with four different locations in the flare ribbon region marked by four different colored square boxes of 4×4 pixels each.
(f) Same as (a) but with Stokes I image of core Ca II 8542 Å line. The colored curves in all the remaining panels represent the
evolution of BLOS values averaged over the same color of square boxes indicated in (a) & (f). (h)-(j) BLOS at chromospheric
height shows decreasing behaviour indicating untwisting of field lines, while corresponding locations at photospheric height
(c-e) shows increasing trend. The dashed vertical red and black lines indicate the GOES peak and end times of the X3.1 flare,
respectively.

separately. We found that BLOS exhibits a decreas-

ing behavior after the flare peak in three sub-regions at

both photospheric (Fig 4c-e) and chromospheric heights

(Fig 4h-j). Conversely, in a sub-region marked by cyan

color, BLOS tends to increase (Fig 4(b) & Fig 4g). We

would like to note that one of the footpoints of inverse ‘S’

shaped structures (Fig 2a & 2d) anchored in the western

part of the flare ribbon, are co-spatial with the initial

flare brightening regions (yellow filled contours in Fig 5a

& 5e). The decrease of BLOS in three subregions (lie

within initial flare brightening regions) can be attributed

to the untwisting of field lines due to magnetic recon-

nection, similar to the scenario described in the Figure 8

of Kleint (2017). The more significant decrease of BLOS
is at chromosphere height than at the photosphere is

mostly due to the fact that the untwisting of field lines

at higher chromospheric height is more prominent than

near the footpoints i.e., at the photosphere. The differ-

ent behavior of BLOS in subregion marked by cyan color

from other subregions can be understood more clearly

analysing Figure 5(a)&(e), where this subregion lies out-

side of initial flare brightening regions. This indicates

that the field lines in this sub-region continue to retain

twisted configuration.

3.3. Flux evolution at Photosphere and Chromosphere

To compare the temporal evolution of BLOS flux over

the initial flare brightening regions in photosphere and

chromosphere, we used HMI LOS magnetograms and

AIA 1600 Å data obtained from SDO with Ca II H and

Stokes-V/I of Na I D1 line data obtained from Hin-

ode. The Na I D1 V/I data provide the LOS mag-

netic field distribution in the lower chromosphere just

qualitatively. Na I D1 V/I signal values (dimension-

less quantities) are in the range of -1 to +1. To obtain

the BLOS quantitative distribution, calibration of V/I

data with BLOS data obtained from Hinode Spectro-

Polarimeter (SP) of SOT has to be performed (Bamba

et al. 2013). We converted the Stokes V/I signal to

magnetic field strength in gauss using the regression

line equation, BLOS = 10900BL − 10.21, which is de-

rived from the scatter plot of Stokes V/I signals and

SP BLOS data obtained before the flare onset (20:30 –
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Figure 5. Magnetic flux evolution near the footpoints of the sigmoidal structure in photosphere (b-d) and chromosphere (f-h)
using HMI and Hinode BLOS data respectively. (a) HMI LOS magnetogram overlaid with the yellow color filled contours of
initial flare brightening observed in AIA 1600 Å waveband. (e) Na I D1 V/I map overlaid with the yellow color filled contours
of initial flare brightening observed in Ca II H line. The decreasing flux content in the positive polarity (blue solid curves) and
negative polarity (red solid curves) patches in the three sub-regions signifies flux cancellation. The flare artifacts observed in
the chromospheric Na I D1 line camouflaged the decreasing trend of net fluxes (h). The four sub-regions identified in IBIS FOV
(Fig 4a & f) are also marked in (a) and (e) to specify the location with respect to flare brightening regions. The three dashed
vertical lines correspond to GOES start (black), peak (red) and end (black) timings of the X3.1 flare.

20:50 UT), where BLOS and BL are the converted LOS

magnetic field strength in gauss and Stokes V/I values,

respectively.

In Figure 5(a) and (e), HMI LOS magnetogram and

calibrated V/I map are overlaid with yellow filled con-

tours of flare brightenings observed during flare onset

in AIA 1600 Å and Ca II H wavebands, respectively.

First, we identified the initial flare brightening regions

that are co-spatial with the footpoints of the inverse sig-

moidal structure (fig 2a) and then regions R1, R2 and

R3 (blue squares in Fig 5a & e) are carefully defined

such that they should enclose such initial flare bright-

ening regions at both heights. The flux evolution in

these three regions at photospheric and chromospheric

heights are shown in Figure 5(b-d) and Figure 5(f-h),

respectively. At photospheric height (Fig 5b-d), the de-
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Figure 6. (a-d) GONG Hα images showing the merging process of the filaments (underneath sigmoids) near the PIL region.
White arrows are used to guide the visualization of the merging process. (e-h) Merged filament splits axially leading to two split
filaments indicated by yellow arrows. (i-l) same as (e-h) but with AIA 304 Å images, where separated filaments are indicated
by traced yellow curves (l). An animation of this figure is available, where AIA 304 Å image sequences run from 20:00 UT on
2014 October 24 to 03:00 UT on 2014 October 25 showing the formation of sigmoid-filamental structure along the main PIL,
and the subsequent expansion and separation of the structure.

crease of positive and negative flux is clearly observed

during the X3.1 flare in all the panels except for region

R2, where the positive BLOS flux exhibits increasing

trend from the flare start time. This is possibly due

to flux emergence in positive polarity of R2. Whereas

at chromospheric height (Fig 5f-h), though the BLOS
flux evolution trend appears to be same as that of pho-

tospheric height in these regions, flare related artifacts

are more prominently visible, especially the sudden in-

crease and decrease of positive flux in region R3 (Fig 5h).

The brightening that appear at R3 region during peak

time of flare indicates that the Na I D1 line core at

R3 region evidently turned from absorption into emis-

sion (Maurya et al. 2012). It is worth to note here that

the positive and negative fluxes ranges at two heights

are significantly different and these values are obtained

from two different instruments. Owing to calibration is-

sues, we can not compare the absolute values of positive

and negative fluxes at two heights but their decreasing

behavior with time at two heights strongly suggests flux

cancellation. The flux cancellation in these brighten-

ing regions most likely initiates the tether-cutting re-

connection in the sheared arcade which in turn leads to

the X3.1 flare. The brightening of sheared loops rooted

at the flare ribbons observed in low temperature chan-

nel of AIA 171 Å (Fig 2d) indicates that the shorter

and lower sheared loops undergo tether-cutting recon-

nection. Figure 2(c) indicates that most of the higher

sigmoidal structures continue to exist in their sheared

form rather than getting relaxed after the flare. There-

fore, it is likely that low lying sheared structures are

involved in the tether-cutting reconnection, leading to

the formation of filaments.

3.4. Decay phase of the flare
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Figure 7. Top row - AIA 171 Å images showing the separation process of the merged sigmoid-filament system. Middle row -
Maps of EM distribution at the same epochs as top row panels. Bottom row - T̄ maps. Clearly, the distribution of T̄ and EM
is higher around sigmoidal footpoint FP2 than near FP1. The two sub-regions (white rectangles) of size 25 × 50 arcsecs are
chosen to study the differences in thermal and emission properties between the two sigmoidal footpoints.

3.4.1. Dynamics of the filaments

AR 12192 holds multi-sigmoidal structures (Fig 2(a-

c)) on 24 October 2014. These multi-sigmoidal struc-

tures are observed to carry filaments underneath after

the peak phase of the flare and the analysis of the evo-

lution of these filamental structures paves way in un-

derstanding the confinedness of the X3.1 flare. The

filaments underlying the multi-sigmoidal structures lay

one above the other and the evolution of these fila-

ments is displayed in Figure 6 using GONG Hα and

AIA 304 Å images.

The panels in Figure 6(a-d) report GONG Hα im-

ages, showing the merging of filaments (see the white

arrows). This process leads to the formation of a merged

elongated filament lying over the main polarity inversion

line (Figure 6d). From Figure 6(e), the merged filament

started to undergo separation along its axis. At this

epoch, the merged filament started to rise and expand

slowly, and during this process it underwent separation.

What initiates the rise motion of the merged filament

will be discussed in the next subsection 3.4.2. In Fig-

ure 6(h), the two distinctly separated filaments indicated

by yellow arrows are shown. This separation process of

the filament is distinctly visible in AIA 304 Å wave-

band (Figure 6(i-l)) as well and separated filaments are

marked by yellow dashed curves in (Figure 6(l)). Based

on the visual inspection, it appears that the coronal

loops entered into a more relaxed energy state during

the process of separation of the filament.

3.4.2. Emission Measure and Thermal evolution

Emission measure (EM) and temperature evolution

of the sigmoidal structure holding the merged filament

underneath, is studied by applying Differential Emis-

sion Measure (DEM) diagnostic technique to six EUV

wavebands of AIA/SDO. DEM diagnostic technique al-
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lows us to measure the amount of emitting plasma

along the LOS with respect to temperature. We used

slightly modified version of DEM reconstruction routine

xrt dem iterative2.pro available in Solar Software to

work with AIA data, which was initially developed for

X-ray Telescope data of Hinode (Golub et al. 2004; We-

ber et al. 2004). Nonetheless, Cheng et al. (2012) applied

this code comprehensively on AIA data to study the

thermal properties of CME structures. Once DEM(T)

maps are reconstructed, the EM and DEM weighted av-

erage temperature (T̄ ) can be derived using the following

equations:

T̄ =

∫
DEM(T )Tdt/

∫
DEM(T )dt

EM =

∫
DEM(T )dt

(3)

where integration is performed within the temperature

limits of 6.0 < LogT < 7.1.

The reappearance of the sigmoidal structure (23:30

UT) in AIA EUV wavebands is co-temporal with the

formation of the merged elongated filament in GONG

Hα observations, as shown in Figure 6(d) & 2(f). DEM

analysis is used to understand the rise motion and sepa-

ration of the merged filament. The maps of EM and T̄

in spatial domain are constructed to study the tempo-

ral evolution of thermal and emission properties of the

sigmoidal structure during the decay phase of the flare

i.e., from flare peak time to GOES X-ray flux attain-

ing pre-flare level (24 October 21:41 UT - 25 October

02:15 UT). AIA 171 Å images in top row of Figure 7 are

used to represent the evolution of the sigmoidal struc-

ture, while the corresponding maps of EM and T̄ are

songyongliang


songyongliang
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plotted in middle and bottom row panels, respectively.

It is evident from Figure 7 that the two footpoints, indi-

cated by two white rectangles of size 25× 50 arcsecs, of

the sigmoidal structure have different temperature and

EM distribution. The footpoint 1 (FP1) region appears

to be at lower T̄ and EM distribution than footpoint 2

(FP2) region, which has relatively higher temperature

and EM distribution.

To further confirm the asymmetries of these param-

eters in the two footpoints, we computed the average

values of EM and T̄ over the two sub-regions enclosing

the footpoints of the sigmoidal structure. The temporal

evolution of these parameters are shown in Figure 8(a-

b). The time period between the reappearance of the

sigmoid/formation of merged filament (24 October 23:40

UT) and the separation of the filament into two distinct

filaments until GOES X-ray flux reaches pre-flare level

(25 October 02:15 UT) is highlighted in gray shaded re-

gion. During this time period, the average EM and T̄

values of FP2 (blue curves) are found to be higher than

the average EM and T̄ values of FP1 (black curves) in

Figure 8(a-b).

Once the EM distribution is known, the density (n)

of the sigmoidal structure can be obtained using n =√
EM/l, where l is the width of the sigmoidal struc-

ture. As there are no STEREO observations during

October 2014, the width of the sigmoidal structure is

computed directly on AIA 304 Å filtergrams by assum-

ing that the depth of the sigmoidal structure along the

line of sight is equal to its width. Before the separa-

tion of the filament, i.e. at 23:40 UT, the width of the

sigmoidal structure near FP1 and FP2 is estimated to

be respectively 8.7 Mm and 10.8 Mm, and the average

EM is 4 × 1028cm−5 and 9 × 1028cm−5, corresponding

to densities of 6.7× 109cm−3 and 9× 109cm−3, respec-

tively. Once the filaments get separated i.e. at 2:15 UT,

the widths of the sigmoid near FP1 and FP2 increased

to 9.9 Mm and 11.7 Mm and the average EM reduced

to 0.9×1028cm−5 and 2×1028cm−5, corresponding to a

decreased density of 3.1× 109cm−3 and 4.1× 109cm−3,

respectively. We carried out the similar exercise at the

middle of the sigmoid and found that the density de-

creases from 8.2×109cm−3 down to 2.3×109cm−3. The

density of the sigmoid decreases by more than 50% dur-

ing the process of filament separation. The calculated

density values are consistent with past studies (Cheng

et al. 2012). These results strongly indicate mass drain-

ing or mass unloading from the sigmoid-filament system.

To compute the velocity of plasma flow along the fila-

ment structure, space-time or stack plots were generated

using the slits AB and CD as shown in Figure 6(i). The

slits AB and CD are placed on the filament to char-

acterize the trajectories of the plasma flows directed

towards footpoints FP1 and FP2, and corresponding

space-time plots are displayed in Figure 8(c) and 8(d),

respectively. Using the trajectories of plasma flows in

the stack plots, projected velocities are computed by

taking time derivative of smoothed height-time data. It

is clear from the stack plots that streaming of plasma

along the filament and unloading at its footpoints initi-

ated right after merging of filaments i.e. around 23:45

UT. Initially, the velocity of the plasma flow is slower at

FP2 ( ≈ 31 km s−1) than at FP1 ( ≈ 43 km s−1); this

is most probably due to density differences between the

footpoints, where FP2 is at higher density than FP1.

Gradually, the flow velocity stabilizes and reaches the

sigmoid footpoints with an average velocity of ≈ 40 km

s−1, which is consistent with past cases (Wang 1999).

We believe that the temperature and density dif-

ferences between the two footpoints of the sigmoid-

filamental structure lead to streaming and counter-

streaming of plasma flow (see animation) within it,

which eventually leads to mass unloading at its foot-

points. This draining of mass from the sigmoid-

filamental structure would reduce the gravitational force

acting on it, helping the subsequent ascent and expan-

sion (Low 1999). However, the sigmoid-filamental struc-

ture undergoes splitting instead of eruption and the two

filament sections start to move apart from one another,

as shown in Figure 6, due to suppression of overlying

fields (next section 3.5).

3.5. Magnetic non-potentiality and confinedness

As shown in Figure 2(c), after the flare the AR contin-

ues to hold pre-existing sigmoidal structures and form

new sigmoids. This makes the AR quite different from

others and therefore we decided to further study the

temporal evolution of magnetic non-potential parame-

ters using HMI vector magnetogram data. Basically,

the photospheric magnetic non-potential measures are

area-dependent, hence we computed the non-potential

parameters by taking into account the minimum flux-

imbalance condition (< 4%) and the maximum field line

connectivity involved in flare using AIA EUV images in

the flaring area enclosed in the white dashed rectangle in

Figure 9(a). The vector magnetic field map correspond-

ing to the area enclosed by the white dashed rectangle

is shown in Figure 9(b).

The total absolute magnetic flux, given by Φ =

Σ|Bz|dA where Bz is the vertical component of the mag-

netic field, is computed in positive and negative polarity

regions and their temporal evolution is observed to be al-

most constant from 20:00 UT 24 October to 02:00 UT 25

October and is shown in Figure 9(c). This constant flux
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Figure 9. Temporal evolution of magnetic parameters computed within the region enclosed by the white dashed rectangle
shown in (a). Automated Strong Gradient Polarity Inversion Line (SGPIL) traced in blue curves and contour of filament (Fig 6d)
in yellow is overplotted on Bz in (a). (b) Vector magnetogram (transverse vectors overlaid on Bz) of the region enclosed by the
white dashed rectangle in (a). (c) Net flux and current evolution. (d) Step-wise enhancements of Magnetic shear and WSA. (e)
αav evolution (see text) (f) SGPIL (g) Degree of NCN signifying full current neutralization (NCN≈1) and (h) Average critical
heights, when n = nc ≥ 1.5, over the filament channel. The critical heights are computed at every hour throughout 7 hours.
The gray shaded region indicates the time duration of the flare as recorded by GOES. Running average (black solid curve) of
αav and SGPIL measurements is over-plotted in (f) and (g) to enhance the actual variations.

in large scale conceals the flux cancellation occurring in small flare brightening sub-regions (Fig 5) by averag-
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ing out the small scale flux cancellation and emergence

that occur in small sub-regions. This indicates that the

amount of flux decrease due to cancellation process oc-

curring at three small flare brightening regions is not

such a significant decrease to reduce the average flux

in a large flaring area. During the time interval of 5-6

hours, the total vertical current in positive and negative

polarity regions of the flaring area, computed using Am-

pere’s law : I =
∑

(∇×B)z/µo also does not show any

significant variations (dashed curves in Fig 9(c)). The

total unsigned flux (sum of net fluxes) in the flaring area

of the X3.1 flare in AR 12192 is about 1.2 × 1023 Mx,

which is in agreement with the recent statistical study

of Li et al. (2021), showing that flares occurring in ARs

with the total unsigned flux greater than 1 × 1023 Mx

tend to be confined. Thus, the large absolute flux of the

AR 12192 could be one of the causes for confinedness of

the X3.1 flare.

Magnetic shear is one of the important parameters

that account for non-potentiality of magnetic field dur-

ing flares. Magnetic shear (Wang et al. 1994) is de-

fined as the product of observed transverse field strength

with the shear angle. Shear angle is the angular sepa-

ration between directions of observed vector transverse

field (Bo) and potential vector transverse field (Bp),

and is given by ∆θ = cos−1(Bo ·Bp/|BoBp|) (Hagyard

& Rabin 1986; Ambastha et al. 1993). The Weighted

Shear Angle (WSA) is the ratio of summation of mag-

netic shear to the transverse field strength over all the

pixels in the flaring area. It is computed by using

WSA =
∑
|Bo|∆θ/

∑
|Bo|. The temporal evolution

of the average magnetic shear (solid curve) and WSA

(dashed curve in blue) of the flaring area is plotted in

Figure 9(d). The magnetic shear and WSA clearly ex-

hibit rapid, step-wise enhancements during the onset of

the flare and continues to remain in a strong sheared

state for more than a couple of hours after the flare.

The alignment of magnetic transverse field vectors (Fig-

ure 9(b)) are nearly parallel with the main PIL, fur-

ther substantiating the increase of shear in flaring area

in the post flare phase. Again, note that this increase

of magnetic shear or WSA during the flare is not due

to flux emergence in the flaring area (Fig 9c). In the

past, there have been many studies showing the abrupt

and irreversible increase of magnetic shear along the

flaring PIL regions during major flares. Wang et al.

(1994) showed impulsive magnetic shear enhancements

along the flaring neutral line during six X-class flares

and Wang et al. (2012) observed the rapid enhancement

of magnetic shear in the localised region of PIL dur-

ing an X2.2 flare occurred in NOAA 11158. This is

mostly caused by the changes in photospheric magnetic

fields, especially to the enhancement of horizontal mag-

netic fields near PIL region (Wang et al. 2012; Zuccarello

et al. 2020; Vasantharaju et al. 2022), as a consequence

of coronal implosion during flares (Hudson et al. 2008).

However, the result could be different if the analysis is

extended from localised regions of the PIL to the whole

flaring area. For example, Li et al. (2000) considered the

whole flaring area in three ARs to study the changes of

average magnetic shear after the flares. They found that

magnetic shear in flaring area decreases significantly af-

ter the flare. On the contrary, we found that the average

magnetic shear in the flaring area of AR 12192 increases

after the X3.1 flare. This irreversible increase of mag-

netic shear is consistent with the fact that no observa-

tion of eruption is found. If there were any eruptions,

these would have taken away magnetic helicity (Nindos

& Andrews 2004), thereby leading to less sheared post-

flare loops. Thus, permanent increase of magnetic shear

is an effect of confinedness of the X3.1 flare.

Average α (αav) or global α is one of the non-potential

parameters used to indicate the degree of twist of mag-

netic field lines in an AR. It is derived from the z-

component of the magnetic field in force-free conditions

(µJz = αBz) and can be computed using the equation

given by αav =
∑

[Jz(x, y)Bz(x, y)/|Bz(x, y)|] (Pevtsov

et al. 1994; Hagino & Sakurai 2004), where Bz is the ver-

tical magnetic field and Jz is the vertical current density.

The temporal evolution of αav is plotted in Figure 9(e).

αav exhibits a slight increasing trend during the flare

and maintains almost the same value for a couple of

hours after the flare, indicating that the twistness of field

lines in the AR slightly increases after the flare, which

is in support of non-eruptiveness of the flare. More-

over, the magnetic transverse field vector in Figure 9(b)

exhibits a swirling pattern in the upper main negative

polarity region: this further corroborates the twistness
present in field lines. Thus, non-decreasing αav is also a

characteristic effect of confinedness of the X3.1 flare.

Past studies indicate that magnetic gradient is a bet-

ter proxy than magnetic shear in locating the occur-

rence and productivity of flares and their strength in

an AR (Wang et al. 2006; Vasantharaju et al. 2018).

We therefore computed the Strong Gradient PIL (SG-

PIL) using an automated procedure described in Vasan-

tharaju et al. (2018). In this procedure, vertical gradient

maps and potential field are computed using a smoothed

Bz map and applying the threshold of potential trans-

verse field (> 300G) and strong magnetic field gradient

(> 50 G/Mm) to the zero gauss contours on smoothed

Bz maps. The SGPIL length evolution in time is plot-

ted in Figure 9(f). Total SGPIL length decreases from

185 Mm (peak flare) to 155 Mm after the flare, only for
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a short time interval. Thereafter, strong gradients near

PIL start to increase so as the SGPIL length. SGPIL

segments are fragmented, scattered and not continuous

in the flaring area of AR 12192. Mostly, the twisted flux

rope resides above the continuous high gradients of PIL

region, whereas the flaring area in AR 12192 possesses

fragmented and scattered SGPILs which might indicate

the AR’s inability to host strong, long and continuous

flux-rope capable of eruption (Vemareddy 2019). Thus,

fragmented SGPILs in the AR could also be one of the

causes for confinedness of the X3.1 flare.

Liu et al. (2017) suggested that the degree of Net Cur-

rent Neutralization (NCN) would be a better proxy than

strong shear or gradients near PIL in assessing the erup-

tive nature of flares from an AR. The net current in each

polarity has both positive and negative components.

The NCN is computed for each polarity by obtaining the

ratio of Direct Current (DC) and Return Current (RC)

(Török et al. 2014). DC and RC are computed by inte-

grating vertical current density values of different signs

separately. The temporal evolution of |DC/RC| val-

ues in both polarity regions are plotted in Figure 9(g).

The DC is found to be positive in the north polarity

and negative in the south polarity. The |DC/RC| val-

ues in both polarity regions are almost equal to unity.

Past studies (Liu et al. 2017; Vemareddy 2019) showed

that the full current neutralization (NCN=1) is a char-

acteristic of a non-eruptive AR, indicating the absence

of direct-current channels over the PIL region, whereas

an AR characterized by non-neutralization (NCN > 1.3)

of currents is prone to erupt. Thus, the full current

neutralization in AR 12192 for an extended time inter-

val leads to produce many confined flares, including the

X3.1 flare under study.

It’s worth noting that the distribution of fragmented

SGPIL in the flaring area and the full current neutral-

ization (NCN=1), both indicating absence of robust flux

rope along PIL, may contribute to the confinedness of

the X3.1 flare. However, we observed the appearance

of sigmoid-filament structure along the main PIL and

its dynamics of rise and expansion. Thus, the main

contribution to the confinedness of X3.1 flare should be

the stronger inward directed force from background field

and not the weaker outward driving force from the inner

non-potential magnetic field. So, we examined the role

of background coronal magnetic field using the Potential

Field Solar Surface (PFSS; Schrijver & De Rosa 2003)

approximation. The lower-boundary data is provided by

HMI vertical component of the magnetic field (SHARP

series). The decay index is defined as, n(z) = − z
Bh

∂Bh

∂z ,

where z is the geometrical height from the photospheric

surface and Bh is the horizontal field strength. After

the coronal field extrapolation, Bh as a function of z

along the filament (yellow contour region in Fig 9a) is

obtained. We repeated the procedure on a time inter-

val of one hour from 20:00 UT on 24 October to 02:00

UT on 25 October. We then plotted the average decay

index along the filament channel and Bh as a function

of z at each hour (Fig 10d-f) and we found that the

decay index reaches the theoretical critical value of 1.5

(Török & Kliem 2005) beyond 80 Mm above the sur-

face. The temporal evolution of average critical height

above the filament channel (or main PIL) is plotted in

Figure 9(h). Past statistical studies like Vasantharaju

et al. (2018); Baumgartner et al. (2018); Li et al. (2020)

showed that the ARs producing confined flares mostly

tend to have high critical heights above 50 Mm, owing to

strong confinement, whereas for eruptive flares, critical

heights are less than 42 Mm, indicative of weaker over-

lying field strength. For AR 12192 during the X3.1 flare,

almost constant critical height of about 80 Mm through-

out the flare duration of 6-7 hours, indicates that the

background magnetic field strength is strong enough to

confine any possible eruption.

Furthermore, Myers et al. (2015) using laboratory ex-

periment showed that the orientation of external poten-

tial field configuration with respect to flux rope axis is

necessary to determine the specific component of down-

ward Lorentz force. The total potential magnetic field

is the superposition of strapping field, running perpen-

dicular to the flux rope axis and guide field, running

toroidally along the flux rope axis. The coronal field

lines rendering extrapolated using PFSS approximation

at different time instants throughout the flare duration

is shown in Figure 10. Figure 10(a-c) displays the poten-

tial field configuration of AR 12192 at different stages of

the X3.1 flare and panels (d-f) show the corresponding

variations of decay index and horizontal magnetic field

strength with height. The filament axis is lies along the

PIL of two main polarities (yellow contour in Fig 9a).

From the PFSS plots, it appears that the direction of ex-

ternal poloidal magnetic field is oriented nearly perpen-

dicular to the axial direction of filament. This indicates

that the strapping force is more dominant downward

force than the dynamic tension force, induced by the

toroidal field. Thus, we opine that the main contribu-

tor to the downward Lorentz force towards confining the

X3.1 flare would be the strong strapping field.

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we investigated the nature of confined-

ness of an X3.1 flare originated in AR 12192 in dif-

ferent layers of the solar atmosphere using the multi-

wavelength observations obtained from ground- (IBIS &
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Figure 10. (a-c) PFSS configuration of AR 12192 at different time instances, from pre-flare time (20:48 UT) to end time (3:00
UT), of X3.1 flare. The unvarying potential field configuration provides the robust confinement throughout the flare. (d-f)
Corresponding variations of decay index and horizontal magnetic field strength with height. Decay index, n, reaches 1.5 at
about 80 Mm above the photosphere.

GONG) and space-based (Hinode & SDO) instruments.

The X3.1 flare (strongest among the flares produced by

AR 12192) was of long duration, lasting for 5 - 6 hours

and occurred at a heliocentric angle of µ = 0.9. The AR

holds multi sigmoidal structures prior to the start of the

flare. Low lying sheared field lines underwent tether-

cutting reconnection during the flare, bringing minimum

morphological changes to the high lying pre-flare coro-

nal sigmoidal structures, but showing the appearance

of filaments underneath these sigmoids. These sigmoid-

filament systems lying one over the other exhibit dy-

namic behavior of merging and subsequent separation.

The temperature and density differences between the

footpoints of the merged sigmoid-filament system, as

revealed by DEM analysis, aids in understanding the

separation and non-eruptiveness of the merged filament.

Confinedness of the X3.1 flare is mainly caused by the

strong confinement provided by the external magnetic

field rather than the weaker non-potentiality of the core

AR.

AR 12192, being located in the southern hemisphere,

shows positive helicity and follow the dominant helic-

ity sign rule (Pevtsov et al. 1995), but it shows inverse

S-shaped sigmoids on 24 October. Generally, inverse

S-shaped sigmoids predominantly appear in northern

hemisphere (Rust & Kumar 1996), which makes the

AR 12192 unconventionally twisted. EUV/AIA obser-

vations reveal that the AR has multi sigmoidal struc-

ture. Moreover, brightening of the flare loops with their

footpoints rooted at flare ribbons observed in low tem-

perature channel of AIA 171 A (Fig 2d) provides ev-

idence that the shorter and lower sigmoidal loops un-

dergo magnetic reconnection. The BLOS flux cancella-

tion at both photospheric and chromospheric heights in

the brightening regions, which are co-spatial with foot-

points of low lying sheared field lines, supports the idea

of tether-cutting reconnection (Moore et al. 2001) to

produce the X3.1 flare and is in agreement with the nu-

merical study of Inoue et al. (2016). Further support

of tether-cutting reconnection comes from the analysis

of a part of the flare ribbon area (segment identified as

QSL in Inoue et al. 2016), specifically in initial brighten-

ing regions. Using spectropolarimetric data obtained by

IBIS to examine the orientation of field lines during the

flare, we found that the scenario resembles untwisting of

field lines during the flare, as observed by Kleint (2017).

As the flare progresses, flare loops brighten successively

from lower to higher atmospheric layers (Zhang et al.

2017) and most of the higher sigmoidal structures con-

songyongliang
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tinue to exist in their sheared form rather than getting

relaxed after the flare (Fig 2c).

The tether-cutting reconnection in low lying sheared

field lines leads to the formation of filaments near

the PIL region (Moore et al. 2001). These filaments

which are underneath the high lying sigmoids form

the sigmoid-filament systems, which undergo apparent

merging to form an elongated filamental structure in

chromosphere, as observed in GONG Hα images, and

are co-spatial with an inverse S-shaped sigmoid in the

higher layers, as revealed in EUV/AIA observations.

Once the filaments merge together to form a long fil-

ament, the sigmoid footpoints were found to have tem-

perature and density differences, as shown by DEM anal-

ysis. The temperature and density differences between

the sigmoid footpoints mostly cause the streaming and

counter-streaming of plasma inside the filament. The

average flow velocity directed towards the footpoints of

the filament is found to be about 40 km s−1, in agree-

ment with past studies (Wang 1999), leading to a density

decrease by more than 50%. The continous streaming

of chromospheric material of the filament at its foot-

points leads to draining of the filament mass (supple-

ment movie). As the total mass of the filament de-

creases, the sigmoid holding the filament becomes un-

stable and consequently starts to rise and expands in

upward direction (Zhang et al. 2021). However, the

sigmoid-filament system could not proceed with its out-

ward motion, but instead it splits axially (Fig 6). We

note that majority of filament eruptions are studied

by considering negligible pressure and mass of filament

plasma suspended by a flux rope in comparison with

the dominant magnetic pressure and tension forces of

the flux rope and its surroundings (Titov & Démoulin

1999). However, a few studies (Seaton et al. 2011; Jenk-

ins et al. 2018), including this one, provide evidences for

“mass-unloading” as an eruption driver or increase the

height of flux rope, suggests that a modification of grav-

itational force due to reduction in mass may influence

the stabilization of flux ropes.

The filaments that are formed in between the flare rib-

bons along the PIL started to appear in H-alpha images

around 22:30 UT (Fig 6a), only after the flare peak time

(i.e., 21:41 UT) but as a result of long flare magnetic re-

connection. AIA/SDO observations revealed the strat-

ified structure of flare loops and each set of flare loops

did not undergo significant ascending or descending mo-

tions after the flare peak time (Zhang et al. 2017), which

is corroborated by observations of no considerable lat-

eral separation of flare ribbons (Thalmann et al. 2015).

This further substantiates the fact that the same mag-

netic field structure undergoes reconnection repeatedly

for a long period of time, leading to the formation of fila-

ments. Further, the sigmoidal filament structure formed

after the flare peak lies along the main PIL with its

footpoints rooted at the two flare ribbons on either side

of the PIL (animation video), and the dynamics of fila-

ment evolution like its rise motion and separation, are all

closely related to thermodynamic properties of the same

set of flaring loops rooted at flare ribbons, which all get

constrained under the same canopy of strong external

field within the flare duration of 5-6 hours. Thus, we

believe that there is an inherent association of dynamics

and non-eruptiveness of filament to the occurrence and

confinement nature of X3.1 flare.

Regarding the causes for confinedness of the flare,

magnetic reconnection in the low lying, sheared core

field is supposed to reduce the constraints of overlying

field lines and to allow the core field to erupt (Antio-

chos et al. 1999; Moore et al. 2001). However, in the

present event, flare loops did not undergo ascending or

descending motions after the flare peak time, suggest-

ing that the tether-cutting reconnection failed to weaken

the constraints of upper magnetic loops and to produce

the eruption of formed filaments. This is not a new re-

sult, for example Zou et al. (2019) studied a confined

X2.2 flare which exhibited two episodes of brightenings.

They found that these brightenings correspond to two

magnetic reconnections, one occurred at the null point

beside the pre-existing flux rope and the other tether-

cutting reconnection occurred below the flux rope. How-

ever, these two magnetic reconnections failed to pro-

duce an eruption because of the strong strapping flux.

Thus, although tether-cutting reconnection may act as

the trigger of an eruption, it alone is less likely to pro-

duce a successful eruption.

In eruptive flares, the ejection of twisted flux ropes

into interplanetary space leads to less sheared post-flare

loops (Forbes & Isenberg 1991). On the other hand, in

a confined flare, like the one we have investigated, twist

and shear of the core field is conserved with minimum

changes in morphological complexity, as shown in Fig 9

& 2. These are the characteristic effects of confinedness

of the flare. Further investigation of non-potentiality

of the core AR 12192 suggests that the AR has frag-

mented and scattered high gradient PILs, which is an

indication of not having a continuous, strong twisted

flux-rope capable of eruption at certain instability con-

ditions (Vemareddy 2019). This in turn is in agreement

with the full neutralization condition (NCN =1) of AR

12192, indicating the absence of a direct current channel

over the PIL. On the contrary, sigmoid-filament struc-

ture appeared along the main PIL of AR and exhibited

dynamics of rise and expansion. Thus, the main con-
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tribution to the confinedness of the X3.1 flare should

be the stronger inward directed force from background

field and not the weaker outward driving force from the

magnetic non-potentiality of core AR.

AR 12192 has a mean area of more than 3500 mil-

lionths of a solar hemisphere (µsh) and a peak area of

more than 4000 µsh on 24 October (Cliver et al. 2022)

with a total unsigned magnetic flux (|φ|) larger than

1 × 1023 Mx. Recent statistical studies (Li et al. 2020;

Cliver et al. 2022) showed that the probability of pro-

ducing eruptive flares by an AR with area above ≈ 3500

µsh and |φ| above 1× 1023 Mx is greatly reduced. They

argued that larger the flux and area, stronger will be

the confinement of the overlying magnetic field. This

argument holds true even for the location of the X3.1

flare, which occurs near the center of the AR. Statisti-

cally, Baumgartner et al. (2018) showed that confined

flares occur close to the AR centers, where the con-

straining field strength is stronger and eruptive flares

occur at the periphery of ARs, where the confinement

is weaker. The total flux and area of AR along with the

location of the X3.1 flare indicate the increase of hori-

zontal field strength, which decreases the decay rate of

overlying field with height, suppressing eruption. The

average critical height (height at which the decay index

= 1.5) above the sigmoid-filament system remains con-

stant at about ≈ 80 Mm throughout the flare duration

of 5-6 hours, suggesting the strong confinement over the

core of the AR (Vasantharaju et al. 2018; Baumgartner

et al. 2018; Li et al. 2020).

It is very difficult to point out the exact component

of downward Lorentz force, generated from the inter-

action between external field and the erupting struc-

ture, contributing towards confining the eruption with

pure observations. Given the fact that the X3.1 flare

event is an on-disk event and the non-availability of

STEREO observations, it is difficult to determine the

exact height till which the merged filament raised before

it actually got suppressed by downward acting Lorentz

force. However, based on AIA 171 Å and 304 Å obser-

vations (low temperature channels), the filament erup-

tion is confined in the lower corona (< 80 Mm) and the

decay index of the external poloidal field does not ex-

ceed the criterion for torus instability (i.e. when nc =

1.5, Hc = 80 Mm). Further, the potential field config-

uration at different time instants throughout the flare

duration (Fig 10) provide evidences that the direction

of the external poloidal magnetic field is oriented nearly

perpendicular to the axial direction of filament (along

the PIL). This indicates that the strapping force is a

more dominant downward force than the dynamic ten-

sion force, induced by the toroidal field (Myers et al.

2015). However, we can not rule out the possibility of

downward acting non-axisymmetry induced forces due

to the radial magnetic field of the magnetic flux rope

carrying the filament (Zhong et al. 2021). The direc-

tion of the forces induced by the radial magnetic field

of the filament changes with the evolution of the fila-

ment but determining them using the observations is

very hard. So, we conclude that from an observational

point of view the confinedness of the X3.1 event is due to

the net downward Lorentz force contributed mainly by

the strapping field with the possible contribution from

non-axisymmetry of the filament.

More of such unique X-class confined events need to be

analyzed to generalize the results reported in this work

and to provide reliable input to flare/CME forecasting

studies.
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